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Q (1) (A) Answer any one of the following. (7)
(1) How absolute value of entropy can be calculated using third law of

thermodynamics.
(2) Derive an equation for molal depression constant (Kf)

(B) Solve any one Example. (5)
(1) When 0.602gm organic substance is dissolved in 25 gm water which boils at

100.180C if latent heat of vaporization of water is 540 cal/ gram. Calculate
molal elevation constant and Molecular weight of substance.

(2) Calculate entropy change at250 C for a process having heat capacity at constant
pressure is 750cal using third law of thermodynamics.

Q (2) (A) Answer any one of the following. (7)
( I ) What is Concentration cell? Derive an equation for potential of a cell with

transference.

(2) Write short note on Decomposition potential.
(B) Solve any one Example. (S)
( 1) Calculate the potential of following cell at 250 C

Cu/Cu*2 (a:0.02M) /l Cu*2lcu (0.01M)
(2) Calculate the valency of mercury ion for the following concentration cell

having potential A.0296 volt.
Hg/mercurous nitrate (0.00 I M)//mercurous nitrate (0. 0 I M)/Hg

Q(3) Answer any two of the following. (12)
(l) Write note on condensed phase rule.
(2) Discuss Zn-Cd system using phase rule.
(3) Write note on Reverse osmosis.
(4) Discuss removal of Cu &Ag from waste water.

Q (4) Answer any fwo of the following. (14)

(1) Write note on Quantum yield.
(2) Write note on Phosphorescence.

(3) Discus chemiluscence
(4) Write note Differential aeration principle.
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Q (s) Fill in the blanks. (10)

(1) The value 0.0592 at250C in Nemst equation is showing -------- factor.

(2) If t-:0.46 then t+:------------

(3) AEo Cell is 0.00 for ---------- cell.

(4) Salt bridge consist Saturated solution of ------------or-----------

(5) LJP means ----------

(6) oro is sign of --------

is an example of two component system

(8) Isobars having a same but different -----------

(9) Fe2* - e'-* Fe3* is a--------- reaction

(10) Complete the reaction 2H2O+ 4e'-+

(7)


